
It Don't Matter (feat. Anderson .Paak)

Moonbase

I don't fear much, not at all
Not a word, they don't matter

I took too long, plus
I'm a sicko, forgot all about it

Any one of y'all can talk about it
What you talking 'bout, it just don't matter

Never been the one to talk about it
It just don't matterOne, I don't give a

Two, I don't give a
Three, before I ever fuck with ya

Bare my soul, my heart's a torpedo
Leave no stone, we learned from the builder
Dead everyone, who dare to go against ya

Lord keep me away from fuck niggas
In them blacked off, in dual exhaust

With stick rims, I'm going dark again
You outta opt again

Niggas talking, yeah, I'm all about it
Especially when my name remains in all topics

I don't give a fuck!
"You see the way my feelings are set up & all"

I can't stand & none of you I'ma scared of it
Got a little bitty bag of yayo

'Bout to take that bitch to Space Mountain
More powder!

I don't really give a fuck what they told ya, no
It just don't matterI don't fear much, not at all

Not a word, they don't matter
I took too long, plus

I'm a sicko, forgot all about it
Any one of y'all can talk about it

What you talking 'bout, it just don't matter
Never been the one to talk about it

It just don't matter
One, I don't give a
Two, I don't give a

Three, before I give a fuck about it
If anybody run it, we run it

Fool talk about it
We the ones who putting in them numbers

You keep counting
One, bad bitch with legs just like stallions
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Ass like an onion, long lines of powder
It's been a cool year, no problems

But Wikiped' say I need more allowance
More gasoline, more power

More diesel, more sour
I keep a cool head, pray about it

But when I'm sleeping
I can hear you niggas plotting!Got a little bitty bag of yayo

'Bout to take that bitch to Space Mountain
More powder!

I don't really give a fuck what they told ya, no
It just don't matterMore power!

It don't matter!I don't fear much, not at all
Not a word, they don't matter

I took too long, plus
I'm a sicko, forgot all about it

Any one of y'all can talk about it
What you talking 'bout, it just don't matter

Never been the one to talk about it
It just don't matter
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